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Abstract— This paper proposes a new line clipping algorithm for 3D space against a cuboid which is not generated based on CohenSutherland or Liang-Barsky line clipping algorithms. The proposed algorithm is based on a newly proposed simple theory developed
using basic mathematical concepts. All most all the 3D line clipping algorithms involve three steps to check whether a line segment lies
completely inside the clipping volume or lies completely outside the clipping volume or intersection calculations when it is not
completely inside or outside. The proposed algorithm does not follow these steps. The algorithm was tested for a large number of
random line segments and the results showed that the new 3D space line clipping algorithm performs better than the CohenSutherland 3D line clipping algorithm in terms of time and space.
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I. INTRO DUCTION
In computer graphics, it is very important to clip an area or
a volume of interest which is to be displayed on the computer
monitor. This reg ion of interest is normally a rectangle or a
general polygon in two-dimension and known as the clipping
window [2]. When it comes to three-dimensional clipping, a
volume is used to extract a part fro m a three-dimensional
scene. Generally the lines are clipped by this clipping volume
and it is a polyhedron. Cuboids are widely used as the clipping
volume. Three-d imensional clipping is one of the most
essential processes in medical applications, video games,
computer aided design and many other applications.
Somet imes it is necessary to discard the data that is not
contained in the visible region to avoid the overflo w of the
internal registers of the display device [10]. Fu rthermore,
lesser memo ry consumption can be ach ieved fro m loading
only a certain part o f a scene to the memory by clipping
unnecessary parts [9]. Therefore, imp roving the efficiency of
clipping algorith ms has a great impact on efficiency of the
overall graphics system.
Cohen-Sutherland line clipping algorith m [1], LiangBarsky line clipping algorith m [2], Cy rus-Beck line clipping
algorith m [3] and Nicholl-Lee-Nicholl line clipping algorith m
[4] are few of the traditional line clipping algorith ms. The
Cohen-Sutherland and the Liang-Barsky algorith ms can be
extended to three-dimensional clipping. Nicholl-Lee-Nicholl
algorith m performs fewer co mparisons and divisions making
it faster than others [1]. However, it is difficult to extend for
three-dimensional clipping.
The Cohen- Sutherland algorith m is one of the simp lest
and most widely used clipping algorith ms in co mputer
graphics. This algorith m works very fast in situations like the
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line segment is co mpletely inside or outside of the clipping
window. When the line segment is not completely inside or
outside, the algorith m beco mes inefficient due to repeated
calculations [1]. Th is algorith m can be easily extended to
three–dimensional clipping, but the space is needed to divide
into 27 mutually exclusive volu mes, when the clipping
volume is a cube or a cuboid. Also each volume is assigned a
region code [11]. Throughout the clipping process those
region codes should be stored in the memo ry. So in terms of
space and time co mp lexity Cohen – Sutherland algorith m is
inefficient for co mplex p roblems. According to Hearn and
Baker [1] all most all the 3D line clipping algorith ms involve
three steps:
1. For a given line segment check whether it lies
completely inside the clipping volu me.
2. If not check whether it lies comp letely outside the
clipping volu me.
3. Otherwise perform intersection calculations with one
or more clipping planes.
These three steps lead the algorithm to perform many
calculations. In the proposed 3D space line clipping algorith m,
the traditional three step procedure has not been used. A new
efficient 2D space line clipping algorith m was introduced in
an earlier stage of this research [7]. The Pseudo code of the
2D space line clipping algorith m is as follo ws.
Begin
//Calculating m and c
m = (y[1]-y[0])/(x[1]-x[0]); //Gradient of the line segment
c= (x[0]*y[1]-x[1]*y[0])/(x[0]-x[1]);//Y-intercept of the line segment
For i=0 to i=1 //For each end point of the line segment
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If x[i] < minx //End point is in the -ve side of x=minx line
//Calculating the intersection point with x=minx line
x[i] = minx;
y[i] = m*minx + c;
ElseIf x[i] > maxx //End point is in the +ve side of x=maxx line
//Calculating the intersection point with x=maxx line
x[i] = maxx;
y[i] = m*maxx + c;
EndIf
If y[i] < miny //End point is in the -ve side of y=miny line
//Calculating the intersection point with y=miny line
x[i] = (miny-c)/m;
y[i] = miny;
ElseIf y[i] > maxy //End point is in the +ve side of y=maxy line
//Calculating the intersection point with y=maxy line
x[i] = (maxy-c)/m;
y[i] = maxy;
EndIf
EndFor
// Initial line is completely outside
If (x[0]-x[1]<1) AND (x[1]-x[0]<1) Then //x-coordinates are equal
//Do nothing
Else //x-coordinates are not equal
//Save the line with end points (x[0],y[0]),(x[1],y[1])
EndIf
End

A=(x[0], y [0], z[0]) and B=(x[1], y[1], z[1]).
1) Mathematical background of the proposed algorithm
(x[1], y[1], z[1])

(x[0], y[0], z[0])
Fig.3. A straight line

Equation of the line shown in Figure 3 is
(x - x[0])/ l=(y - y[0])/ m=(z - z[0])/n; where l, m and n are
constants.
By substituting, (x[1], y[1], z[1]), the equation becomes
(x[1] - x[0])/ l=(y[1] - y[0])/ m=(z[1] - z[0])/n;
Fro m (x[1] - x[0])/l = (y[1] - y[0])/ m
=> (x[1] - x[0])/(y[1] - y[0]) = l/ m = a;
Fro m (y[1] - y[0])/ m = (z[1] - z[0])/n
=> (y[1] - y[0])/(z[1] - z[0]) = m/n = b;
Therefore, ab = (l/ m)(m/n) = l/n;
Now consider the intersection of the line and the x = p p lane
depicted in Figure 4.

Where, the end points of the line segment are
A=(x[0], y [0]) and B=(x[1], y [1]), and conventions depicted
in Figure 1 have been used to label the rectangular clipping
window.

x=p plane

miny

x
y

Fig.4. A straight line intersects with x=p plane
maxy
minx

maxx

Fig.1. 2D Clipping window

In this paper, a three – dimensional extension of that
algorith m is proposed. It is an extension of the above 2D
clipping algorith m.
II. METHO DO LOGY
This section presents the proposed line clipping algorith m
and analyses its performance. For line clipping, a cuboid
clipping volu me is considered. Figure 2 depicts the
conventions that have been used to label the volu me.

Consider, (x - x[0])/l = (y - y[0])/ m = (z - z[0])/n;
Fro m (y - y[0])/ m = (x - x[0])/l => (y - y[0])/ m = (p - x[0])/l
=> y = (p - x[0])(m/l) + y[0];
Fro m (x - x[0])/ l = (z - z[0])/n => (z - z[0])/n = (p - x[0])/l
=> z = (p - x[0])(n/l) + z[0];
Therefore, the point of intersection is
{p, (p - x[0])/a + y [0], (p - x[0])/(ab) + z[0]}
Similarly consider the intersection of the line and the y = q
plane shown in Figure 5.
y=q plane

maxz
minz

miny
z

Fig.5. A straight line intersects with y=q plane
x

y
maxy
The general
equation of a line,
(x - x[0])/ l=(y - y[0])/ m=(z - z[0])/n; where l, m and n are
constants. End points of the line segment are

Consider, (x-x[0])/l=(y -y[0])/ m=(z-z[0])/n;
Fro m (x - x[0])/l = (y - y[0])/ m => (x - x[0])/l = (q - y[0])/ m
=> x = (q - y [0])(l/ m) + x[0];

maxx

minx
Fig.2. Clipping volume
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Fro m (z - z[0])/n = (y - y[0])/ m => (z - z[0])/n = (q - y[0])/ m
=> z = (q - y[0])(n/ m) + z[0];
Therefore, the point of intersection is
{a(q - y[0]) + x[0], q, (q - y[0])/b + z[0]}
Finally, consider the intersection of the line and the z = r p lane
shown in Figure 6.
z=r plane

Fig.6. A straight line intersects with x=p plane

Consider (x - x[0])/ l = (y - y[0])/ m = (z - z[0])/n;
Fro m (x - x[0])/l = (z - z[0])/n => (x - x[0])/ l = (r - z[0])/n =>
x = (r - z[0])(l/n) + x[0];
Fro m (y - y[0])/ m = (z - z[0])/n => (y - y [0])/ m = (r - z[0])/n
=> y = (r - z[0])(m/n) + y[0];
Therefore, the point of intersection is
{ab(r - z[0]) + x[0], b(r - z[0]) + y[0], r}
2)

Pseudo code of the proposed algorith m

All the symbols used in the following pseudo code are shown
in Figure 2 or provided in section 2.1.
Begin
//Calculating a and b
a = (x[1] - x[0])/(y[1] - y[0]);
b = (y[1] - y[0])/(z[1] - z[0]);
For i=0 to i=1 //For each end point of the line segment
If x[i] < minx Then //End point is in -ve side of x=minx plane
//Calculating the intersection point with x=minx plane
y[i] = (minx - x[0])/a + y[0];
z[i] = (minx - x[0])/(a*b) + z[0];
x[i] = minx;
ElseIf x[i] > maxx Then//End point is in +ve side of x=maxx plane
//Calculating the intersection point with x=maxx plane
y[i] = (maxx - x[0])/a + y[0];
z[i] = (maxx - x[0])/(a*b) + z[0];
x[i] = maxx;
EndIf
If y[i] <miny Then //End point is in -ve side of y=miny plane
//Calculating the intersection point with y=miny plane
x[i] = a*(miny - y[0]) + x[0];
z[i] = (miny - y[0])/b + z[0];
y[i] = miny;
ElseIf y[i] > maxy Then //End point is in +ve side of y=maxy plane
//Calculating the intersection point with y=maxy plane
x[i] = a*(maxy - y[0]) + x[0];
z[i] = (maxy - y[0])/b + z[0];
y[i] = maxy;
EndIf
If z[i] < minz Then // End point is in -ve side of z=minz plane
//Calculating the intersection point with z=minz plane
x[i] = a*b*(minz - z[0]) + x[0];
y[i] = b*(minz - z[0]) + y[0];
z[i] = minz;
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ElseIf z[i] > maxz Then//End point is in +ve side of z=maxz plane
//Calculating the intersection point with z=maxz plane
x[i] = a*b*(maxz - z[0]) + x[0];
y[i] = b*(maxz - z[0]) + y[0];
z[i] = maxz;
EndIf
EndFor
// Initial line is completely outside
If (x[0] - x[1]) < 1 AND (x[1] - x[0]) < 1 Then //x-coords are equal
// Do nothing
Else
//x-coords are not equal
// Save the line with end points (x[0], y[0], z[0]), (x[1], y[1], z[1])
EndIf
End

3)

Implementation of the proposed algorithm

The proposed algorithm has been developed using C++
programming language. In order to improve the understand
ability of the algorithm, the source code is presented below.
void clipM Y3D(double x[],double y[],double z[],double min x,double
miny,double minz,double maxx,double maxy,double maxz)
{
int i;
double a,b; // Two constants depending on the line
if((x[0]!= x[1]) && (y[0]!=y[1]) && (z[0]!=z[1])) // Line is not
parallel to xy, yz and zx planes
{
a=(x[1]-x[0])/(y[1]-y[0]);
b=(y[1]-y[0])/(z[1]-z[0]);
for(i=0; i<2; i++)
{
if(x[i] < minx)
{
y[i] = (minx - x[0])/a + y[0];
z[i] = (minx - x[0])/(a*b) + z[0];
x[i] = minx;
}
else if(x[i] > maxx)
{
y[i] = (maxx - x[0])/a + y[0];
z[i] = (maxx - x[0])/(a*b) + z[0];
x[i] = maxx;
}
if(y[i] < miny)
{
x[i] = a*(miny - y[0]) + x[0];
z[i] = (miny - y[0])/b + z[0];
y[i] = miny;
}
else if(y[i] > maxy)
{
x[i] = a*(maxy - y[0]) + x[0];
z[i] = (maxy - y[0])/b + z[0];
y[i] = maxy;
}
if(z[i] < minz)
{
x[i] = a*b*(minz - z[0]) + x[0];
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y[i] = b*(minz - z[0]) + y[0];
z[i] = minz;
}
else if(z[i] > maxz)
{
x[i] = a*b*(maxz - z[0]) + x[0];
y[i] = b*(maxz - z[0]) + y[0];
z[i] = maxz;
}
}
if((x[0] - x[1] < 1) && (x[1] - x[0] < 1)) // Initial line is completely
outside
{
// Do nothing
}
else
{
cout<< x[0] << "," << y[0] << "," << z[0] << " ;
" << x[1] << "," << y[1] << "," << z[1] << endl;
}
}
else if(z[0] == z[1]) // Line is parallel to xy plane
{
clipM Y1(x, y, z, minx, miny, maxx, maxy);
}
else if(x[0] != x[1]) // Line is parallel to xz plane
{
clipM Y2(x, y, z, minz, minx, maxz, maxx);
}
else if(y[0] != y[1]) //Line is parallel to yz plane
{
clipM Y3(x, y, z, miny, minz, maxy, maxz);
}
else // Line is parallel to z-axis
{
// initial line is completely outside
if((x[0] <= minx) || (x[0] >= maxx) || (y[0] <= miny) ||
(y[0] >= maxy))
{
// do nothing
}
else
{
for(i=0; i<2; i++)
{
if(z[i] < minz)
{
z[i] = minz;
}
else if(z[i] > maxz)
{
z[i] = maxz;
}
}
// initial line is completely outside
if((z[0] - z[1] < 1) && (z[1] - z[0] < 1))
{
// do nothing
}
// draw the clipped line
else
{

Cout << x[0] << "," << y[0] << "," << z[0] << " ;
" << x[1] << "," << y[1] << "," << z[1] << endl;
}
}
}
}

NOTE: clipM Y1, clipM Y2, clipM Y3 are functions that have
been designed to clip lines in 2D space 7 . Once the line
segment is parallel to one of the principle planes it can be
considered as a 2D clipping problem.
4)

Analysis of the algorithm

This section analyzes the algorithm fo r some possible
situations.
Case 1: Line is co mpletely inside as shown in Figure 7

B
A

Fig.7.Line is completely inside

x[A] != x[B]true
y[A] != y[B]true
z[A] != z[B]true
Consider point A,
x[A] < min xfalse
x[A] > maxx false
y[A] < minyfalse
y[A] > maxy false
z[A] < minzfalse
z[A] > maxzfalse
Therefore, the initial position of A is not changed.
Consider point B,
x[B] < min xfalse
x[B] > maxx false
y[B] < minyfalse
y[B] > maxy false
z[B] < min zfalse
z[B] > maxzfalse
Therefore, the initial position of B is not changed.
(x[A] - x[B] < 1) && (x[B] - x[A])  false
Therefore, the line with the end points A and B is drawn.
Case 2: Line is co mpletely outside as depicted in Figure 8
B

A
B’’

B’

A’

Fig.8. Line is completely outside
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Case 4: Line partially inside the clipp ing window as depicted
in Figure 10

x[A] != x[B]true
y[A] != y[B]true
z[A] != z[B]true
Consider point A,
x[A] < min xfalse
x[A] > maxxfalse
y[A] < minytrue
So, AA’
z[A’] < min zfalse
z[A’] > maxzfalse
Consider point B,
x[B] < min xfalse
x[B] > maxxtrue
So, B B’
y[B’] < minytrue
So, B’ B’’
z[B’’] < minzfalse
z[B’’] > maxzfalse
(x[A’] - x[B’’] <1) && (x[B’’] - x[A’])  true
Therefore, the line is ignored.

B

B’
A

Fig.10. Line is partially inside the clipping window

Case 3: Line intersects the clipping window as shown in
Figure 9
A

A’
B’
B

Fig.9. Line is intersecting the boundaries

x[A] != x[B]true
y[A] != y[B]true
z[A] != z[B]true
Consider point A,
x[A] < min xfalse
x[A] > maxxfalse
y[A] < minytrue
So, AA’
z[A’] < min zfalse
z[A’] > maxzfalse
Consider point B,
x[B] < min xfalse
x[B] > maxxtrue
So, B B’
y[B’] < minyfalse
y[B’] > maxyfalse
z[B’] < min zfalse
z[B’] > maxzfalse
(x[A’] - x[B’] < 1) && (x[B’] - x[A’])  false
Therefore, the line with the end points A’ and B’ is drawn.
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x[A] != x[B]true
y[A] != y[B]true
z[A] != z[B]true
Consider point A,
x[A] < min xfalse
x[A] > maxx false
y[A] < minyfalse
y[A] > maxy false
y[A] < min zfalse
y[A] < maxz false
Therefore, the initial position of A is not changed.
Consider point B,
x[B] < min xfalse
x[B] > maxxtrue
Therefore, B B’
y[B’] < minyfalse
y[B’] < maxyfalse
z[B’] < min z false
z[B’] < maxz false
(x[A] - x[B’] < 1) && (x[B’] - x[A])  false
Therefore, the line with the end points A and B’ is drawn.
III. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed algorithm was tested for all the possible test
cases of line segments. The test results indicated that it
performs well in all possible situations. In order to validate the
algorith m, it was co mpared against the Cohen-Sutherland 3D
space line clipping algorithm. The following hardware and
software were used for testing.
Co mputer: Intel(R) Pentiu m(R) Dual CPU; E2180 @ 2.00
GHz; 2.00 GHz, 0.98 GB RAM IDE Details: Tu rbo C++;
Version 3.0; Copyright(c) 1990, 1992 by Borland
International, Inc. Method [2]:
The clipp ing volume (cuboid) with values min x = miny =
min z = 100 and maxx = maxy = maxz = 300 was used for
clipping. Rando m points were generated in the range 0 - 399
by using the randomize() function. These random points were
considered as end points to generate random lines. Nu mber of
clock cycles taken by each algorithm to clip 1000000 random
lines were counted using the clock() function. The results are
shown in Table 1.
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF CLOCK CYCLES COMPARISON

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Cohen-Sutherland
algorithm
3596
3497
3946
3867
3489
4014
3906
3638
4018
3839

The proposed
algorithm
3403
3271
3431
3980
3097
3790
3767
3737
3914
3684

The results prove that the new 3D space line clipping
algorith m is faster in 8 steps out of 10 steps than the Cohen Sutherland algorithm. Performance in our algorith m is poor
when the line segment is co mpletely outs ide because a
number of intersection calculations are needed to remove such
lines which are co mp letely outside of the clipping window.
Therefore, in a situation where many randomly generated
lines are co mpletely outside of the clipping window, the
performance of the newly proposed algorithm is slightly lo wer
than Cohen-Sutherland algorith m.
IV. CO NCLUSIONS
According to the test results, the proposed 3D space line
clipping algorith m is faster than the 3D Cohen–Sutherland
algorith m. Therefore, this algorith m can be successfully used
in 3D applicat ions where line clipping involved. Th is
algorith m can further be extended to clip lines within a
polyhedron volume.
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